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FROM THE CEO
Celebrating 100 Years:
Fostering Meaningful Memories in the Canyon
I hope you share as many wonderful memories of Grand Canyon as I do.
Working for Grand Canyon Conservancy these past ten years has given me
countless special moments—enjoying sunsets, inner-canyon hiking adventures,
and river trips—with family, friends, and many of you, our dedicated
supporters.
Empowering visitors to create cherished memories at the canyon is an
important part of what we do. By supporting Grand Canyon National Park in
its mission to foster visitor enjoyment and education, we’re helping cultivate
the current and future canyon caretakers—stewards who will safeguard this
sacred place with the passion, fervor, and dedication needed to ensure its
preservation for centuries to come.
In this Canyon Views, you’ll learn how your support plays an important role
in helping visitors experience the canyon’s splendor. In a behind-the-scenes
exclusive, you’ll read about two Grand Canyon Conservancy employees, Clint
and KC Pastorius, who volunteer their time educating visitors about the inner
canyon’s physical extremes (like heat), so that hikers can more safely, and
comfortably, embrace its rugged beauty.
You’ll also learn the latest about the Desert View Inter-tribal Cultural Heritage
Site, where visitors will be able to celebrate the rich tapestry of cultures and
peoples woven so deeply into this region. For at least 4,000 years, humans
have inhabited the canyon—honoring it as a place to hunt, grow food, worship,
and more. The newly envisioned site at Desert View strives to tell the stories
of those first peoples and their diverse descendants—modern tribal members
whose connection to the canyon remains as vibrant and vital as ever.
From partnering with the National Park Service on ways to promote visitor
safety and enjoyment, to helping visitors access meaningful insights about the
canyon’s many cultures, Grand Canyon Conservancy is committed to helping
our friends, supporters—and all visitors—enjoy the full spectrum of Grand
Canyon’s magnificence.
Thank you for helping to care for, and share, one of America’s greatest crown
jewels during its 100th birthday. May special memories of this place inspire
you—and future guardians—to treasure Grand Canyon for all time!
Join me and…Go Grand!

Grand Canyon Conservancy
P.O. Box 399
Grand Canyon, AZ 86023-0399
(800) 858-2808
grandcanyon.org
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Susan Schroeder
Chief Executive Officer
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lint & KC Pastorius have
been hiking inside the
canyon for 15 years on trails
most Grand Canyon visitors
will never see.
The couple from Hemet,
California, became determined
to work at this grand park
full-time while living in
Lake Havasu. After selling
their home and most of their
possessions, and abandoning
careers—Clint, as a business
manager and KC, a hair
stylist—the pair relocated to
the South Rim in early spring
2018, becoming Grand Canyon
Conservancy employees and
volunteering for the park’s
Preventive Search and Rescue
(PSAR) program.

Answering the Call
The two readily confess their
abiding love for the canyon—
especially for seeking out its
hidden creeks and elusive
watering holes—but they’re also
acutely aware of its deceptive
allure. Both Clint and KC, like
the dedicated National Park
Service (NPS) rangers they
work alongside, have witnessed
their share of harrowing
incidents below the canyon’s
rim.

How two volunteers and the Grand
Canyon community are helping more
visitors stay safe and inspired on the
trail. And how you are right there
with them.

It’s a challenging and
somewhat paradoxical message
to communicate—that the
canyon’s beauty comes handin-hand with risk. But for Clint
and KC, this task is a passion
and lifelong dream.
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PSAR

During the summer months,
which coincide with peak
visitation at the canyon, Clint
and KC encounter hundreds
of hikers intent on trekking
down to the Colorado River
and climbing back to the
rim—all in a single day. On the
popular Bright Angel Trail,
this amounts to a roundtrip
of roughly 16 miles, with the
grueling return hike usually
taking twice as long. “We hear
it a lot,” says Clint, “visitors
saying, ‘I have to go to the
river.’ People often get tunnel
vision, which can be hard to
shake.”
Unfortunately, many of those
determined river-seekers are
ill-prepared for a journey that
has them descend 4,500 feet
in elevation to a desert floor
where temperatures can reach
120 degrees Fahrenheit and the
radiant heat from canyon walls
can spike even higher.

Education that
Saves Lives —
Volunteers to the
Rescue
Envisioned by search-andrescue veteran Ken Phillips, the
PSAR program was established
at Grand Canyon National Park
in 1997 with a mission that
is powerful and to the point:
reduce visitor deaths, injuries,
and illnesses, especially during
the hot summer months.
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“We are an extra set of
eyes and ears for the
park rangers.”
Currently, Grand Canyon’s
budget provides for only about
six paid seasonal employees
to proactively engage with
visitors.
However, to meet the needs
of the more than six million
visitors who come to the Grand
Canyon each year, much more
help is needed. That help comes
from approximately 80 PSAR
volunteers (some of whom
are dedicated Grand Canyon
Conservancy donors).
Those passionate volunteers,
including Clint and KC,
provide vital support to the
highly trained cadre of NPS
rangers and paramedics who
are charged with conducting
high-risk search-and-rescue
missions throughout the
canyon. “We are an extra set
of eyes and ears for the park
rangers,” says Clint.

Above: Clint & KC out on the trail.

Volunteers like Clint and KC
position themselves at busy
points along the trail and strike
up conversations with hikers,
asking questions like:
“Where are you going?” “Are
you feeling tired?” “What are
you drinking? Eating?” “Did
you know it can take twice as
long to hike back up?”
It’s not unusual, they say, to
receive responses indicating
visitors’ ill-preparedness or
misperceptions about the harsh
environment they’re moving
through. Clint says many
hikers, for example, mistakenly
think it’s cooler on the canyon
floor than on the rim.

It Takes All of Us
The value of this work, which
is generously supported by
passionate donors, cannot be
overstated. Meghan Smith,
who coordinates Grand Canyon
National Park’s PSAR program,

PSAR

Above: PSAR volunteer assists with visitors.

says the park wouldn’t have
the coverage, or number of
staff engaging with visitors and
educating them about safety,
if not for volunteers like Clint
and KC—and support from GCC
donors like you.
“The Park Service’s mission,”
she says, “is to save spaces
for future generations. We
want visitors to create fond
memories here, not suffer a
bad accident or experience that
prevents them from coming
back or from introducing their
family and friends to this
special place. By providing
for more safe experiences,
we’re helping build better park
stewardship.”

The nuts and bolts of what
PSAR is striving to accomplish
is also supported by Grand
Canyon Conservancy donors
and supporters. NPS rangers
and volunteers are outfitted
with donor-funded, top-ofthe-line gear, including radios,
backpacks, and sleep kits (for
when rangers overnight with
visitors in the backcountry).
Your support provides
funding to hold an annual
volunteer training where
PSAR volunteers learn how to
deal with emergencies in the
backcountry.
“PSAR is personal for me,” said
Eric Fraint, GCC board member
and PSAR donor. “On my very

first hiking trip I encountered
a PSAR volunteer who asked
how I was doing. I wasn’t aware
of how serious my situation
was, and she gave me advice
about how to proceed and
what I should and shouldn’t
do. I just hope that the funds
I’ve donated have a multiplier
effect to better help many other
people out on the canyon’s
trails.”

What It’s All About
Sometimes the biggest gift
PSAR volunteers make to
visitors comes in the form of
encouragement. On one of their
last tours in the canyon this
past summer, Clint and KC met
a couple struggling up Bright
grandcanyon.org 5

PSAR
Angel Trail at the Mile-and-aHalf mark. In their late forties,
the man and woman were
climbing back up the canyon,
having attempted an ambitious
rim-to-river-to-rim trek that
morning.

in close communication with
NPS medics, Clint and KC
did something they’ve done
countless time before: they
started hiking with the weary
travelers.

“Helping hikers
achieve that sense of
accomplishment and
reach those personal
goals,” she says, “that’s
one of the best parts of
our work.”
So, for the next mile and a half,
Clint and KC hiked dutifully
behind the overwhelmed
couple, calling out occasionally,
“You can do this!” After a few
rest breaks, with ample salty
provisions, the party of four
arrived on top.

Above: Rescuers carry hiker out of canyon.

After asking them a few
questions, Clint and KC quickly
determined that the hikers were
suffering from hyponatremia—a
condition in which the body has
too little sodium, revealed in
symptoms like fatigue, muscle
cramps, and vomiting. The
hikers had been drinking plenty
of water, which was smart, but
they had eaten few salty snacks
during the day. While staying
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“They were so grateful,”
recalls KC, who says she
and Clint have made several
great friends through these
kinds of humbling, innercanyon experiences. “Helping
hikers achieve that sense of
accomplishment and reach
those personal goals,” she says,
“that’s one of the best parts of
our work.”

To support the life-saving
work of our dedicated
PSAR volunteers,
contact a member of
our philanthropy team
at gcconservancy@
grandcanyon.org.

Tips for Safe and Healthy
Hiking Inside the Canyon
√√ Consult maps and park
rangers or PSAR volunteers to
plan your hike. (A visit to the
river requires two days.)
√√ Bring adequate fresh water.
Assume roughly a gallon per
person, per day.
√√ Bring a water filtration
system. Grand Canyon’s water
supply originates from natural
springs near the North Rim
delivered via an aging pipeline
that is known to suffer multiple
breaks a year.
√√ Pack electrolytes in the form
of salty snacks, broth, fruits
(like bananas, oranges, and
melons), nuts, and seeds (like
pumpkin seeds).
√√ Wear a wide-brimmed hat
and breathable clothing.
√√ Wear sturdy boots and pack
moleskin and band-aids in the
event of foot blisters.
√√ Be aware of the canyon’s
heat and elevation changes.
(Even marathon-runners
not accustomed to heat
or elevation can struggle
physically inside the canyon.)
√√ Pace yourself on the trail.
Enjoy the view. (Clint and KC
often remind visitors that the
best views are found while
traversing the switchbacks
leading to the top of the
canyon—not at the bottom,
near the river.)

Desert View

DESERT VIEW
INTER-TRIBAL HERITAGE SITE
Through Your Support, Tribal Cultures Come to Life
at the Newly Imagined Desert View Site

D

esert View lies at the
eastern edge of Grand
Canyon. For visitors driving
the 25-mile-long scenic
route eastward from Grand
Canyon Village, Desert View
is a rewarding destination,
replete with stunning views
of the Colorado River and the
North Rim. On clear days, the
panoramic view spans more
than 100 miles.
Thanks to supporters who
care about the rich indigenous
cultures of this region, Grand
Canyon Conservancy is working
with partners to make Desert
View not just a destination, but
a springboard for fresh insights
about the native peoples who’ve
called this area home for
centuries.
The project has its roots
in conversations with
representation from the park’s
11 traditionally associated
tribes. Guided by Grand
Canyon National Park, and
enthusiastically supported by
Grand Canyon Conservancy,

a working group emerged in
2013—committed to integrating
tribal voices, culture, and
history into visitor experiences
at Desert View.

Reviving Spaces—
and the Spirit—of
Desert View

Directly involved in crafting
this new vision for Desert View
were representatives from the
Kaibab Band of Paiute Indians,
Havasupai, Hopi, Hualapai,
Navajo, Zuni, and YavapaiApache tribes. Their hope for
the new multi-cultural site is
clear:

An intuitive and meaningful
experience is the goal for
the physical spaces at Desert
View—including unobtrusive
and environmentallyresponsible pathways and
enhancements that provide
accessibility for as many
visitors as possible.

“We share Desert View
as a symbol to bond the
peoples of yesterday,
today, and tomorrow. The
Watchtower serves as a
connection to embrace the
heartbeats of our peoples
and visitors far and wide
with the heartbeat of the
canyon … We are still
here.”

Generous funds collected over
the last three years have been
used to conserve the priceless
murals inside Desert View
Watchtower, painted over
80 years ago by Hopi artist
Fred Kabotie. Conservators,
including Kabotie’s own
grandson Ed Kabotie, have
worked meticulously to unveil
the once-vibrant black, pink,
gold, and turquoise hues that
comprise the original paintings.

—Inter-tribal Working Group
Vision for Desert View

A refreshed amphitheater
space, made possible by a
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Desert View

Site proposal sketch
grant from APS Foundation,
will provide outdoor seating
for a range of interpretive
and educational programs,
featuring first-voice tribal
storytelling, cultural
demonstrations, and tribal
exhibits. Already, your
support is helping to provide
opportunities for American
Indian artisans to share their
crafts and heritage through
the Cultural Demonstrations
Series. This program will
continue throughout this
Centennial year and will grow
to more spaces and locations
throughout the park.
Cultural Demonstrators will
be at Desert View Watchtower
during weekends and select
week days throughout the year.
To see the full schedule of
events, visit nps.gov/grca.

Providing
Economic—and
Educational—
Opportunities
The Desert View Intertribal Heritage Site will

Site proposal sketch
also provide space for the
canyon’s tribal artisans
to share their crafts with
visitors. Such opportunities,
to be implemented by the
National Park Service (NPS),
are encouraged through the
Native American Tourism and
Improving Visitor Experience
(NATIVE) Act. Its purpose is to
“enhance and integrate Native
American tourism, empower
Native American communities,
increase coordination and
collaboration between Federal
tourism assets, and expand
heritage and cultural tourism
opportunities in the United
States.”
By growing a thriving cultural
area at Desert View, gateway
communities like Cameron
will see positive economic
impact. In 2017, more than
6.25 million visitors to Grand
Canyon National Park spent
$667 million in communities
near the park. That spending
supported 9,423 jobs in the
local area and had a cumulative
benefit to the local economy of
$938 million.

Enriching
Community,
Celebrating
Culture
Ultimately, the vision of the
Inter-tribal Heritage Site
is to provide educational
opportunities to visitors that
will help them draw even
deeper meaning, including an
expanded cultural awareness,
from their time at Grand
Canyon.
The canyon’s warmly colored
rocks have long enthralled
canyon goers, but it’s the
human stories of the canyon,
layered and ancient, that
have awaited more inspired
discovery. Finding shared
meaning in the canyon,
through connections with the
descendants of its original
inhabitants, should prove an
enriching experience none of us
will soon forget.
To learn more about plans for Desert
View or to contribute to its revitalization,
contact a member of our philanthropy
team at gcconservancy@grandcanyon.org.

INSIDE TIP: By traveling to Grand Canyon National Park
through Desert View, you can save time waiting in line.
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Visitors Celebrate
100 Years of
Grand Canyon
National Park

Centennial

Join thousands of individuals commemorating the centennial from afar
by taking a Grand Pledge. Read the following out loud, with a friend, on
camera, or behind the scenes and help us protect the park for the next
generation of park stewards. Join our online community by sharing
your pledge on social media with #GoGrand and #GrandCanyonPledge.

“I pledge to honor, respect, and protect Grand Canyon National
Park for the next 100 years!”
What the Grand Pledge means:
- I pledge to Hike Smart anywhere in Grand Canyon National Park (see our Hike Smart tips on page 6).
- I pledge to keep a safe distance from and not feed wildlife.
- I pledge to Leave no Trace from my visit so the next person can experience the same beauty as I did.
- I pledge to know where I can go with my pet, and always keep it on a leash within the National Park.
- I pledge to travel green by carrying a reusable water bottle and riding shuttle buses during my visit.
- I pledge to be patient during busy times and take advantage of opportunities to learn more about the park.

grandcanyon.org 9

Field Institute

California Couple
Enjoys Discovery
— and Personal
Connection —
Thanks to the
Field Institute

W

hen Karen Greig first
met her husband, Mike
Frank, she presented him with
a kind of relationship litmus
test. “I told Mike that there
were two things he had to like—
cats and the Grand Canyon,”
laughs Karen.

Fortunately, Mike was keen
on both—and after making
numerous trips to Grand
Canyon over the years and
hiking roughly 1,000 miles
below the rim—he is now
even more emphatic about his
passion for the canyon.
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Karen and Mike met on a Sierra
Club singles hike on the San
Francisco Peninsula while
enjoying a scenic trek through
redwood and oak forests. But
it was the canyon, with its
mystifying rocks and access
to unparalleled solitude and
quiet, that captured Karen and
Mike—so much so that the
couple married there in 2006.
Along the South Bass trail,
on the sturdy brick-colored
Esplanade, Karen and Mike
exchanged vows, surrounded
by fellow Field Institute friends
and the stoic buttes and
spires of Dox Castle, Mount
Huethawali, and Holy Grail
Temple.

From Passion
to Long-Term
Commitment
For almost 30 years, Karen
has been a member of Grand
Canyon Conservancy. Since
that time, she and Mike have

participated in dozens of Field
Institute classes.
While both had extensive
hiking experience, they say the
Field Institute backpacking
courses were instrumental in
their becoming self-sufficient,
long-distance hikers inside the
rugged canyon environment.
“I was used to hiking the
Sierra Nevada where water
management is not as
important,” Mike says. But
after suffering a nasty bout of
heat stress on one of his first
trips along the Tonto Trail
under a baking sun, Mike says
he learned to fully appreciate
the need for smart water
planning in the canyon.
With Field Institute instructors
as their guides, including
friends Sally Underwood, Ken
Walters, and Christa Sadler,
Karen and Mike have traversed
the canyon on foot and raft,
and now see it with clear and
seasoned eyes. “Learning

Get hands-on with the Field Institute
to preserve Grand Canyon National Park

Field Institute

Visit us at grandcanyon.org to view all of our class information,
or to join the wait list.

about the place through the
Field Institute,” says Mike,
“has enabled us to see and
appreciate Grand Canyon so
much more.”
This summer they plan to
embark on a “service trip,”
or Citizen Science program,
which invites participants to
contribute vital data for the
benefit of park science.

“Grand Canyon has
impacted my life—the
friends I’ve made, the
people I’ve met. It’s had
a major impact on me
personally.”
They’ll visit archaeological
sites and help locate, identify,
and inventory points, pottery
sherds, and other relics—
work that takes on a special
importance when you consider
that less than 10 percent of
Grand Canyon’s archaeological
resources have been surveyed.
Ultimately, Karen and Mike’s

love for the canyon has
translated into the powerful
commitment they’ve made
in hopes of preserving this
crown jewel park for future
generations—by including
Grand Canyon Conservancy in
their estate planning.
When asked about this
generous gift, Karen’s response
was simple. “Grand Canyon has
impacted my life—the friends
I’ve made, the people I’ve met.
It’s had a major impact on me
personally.”
If you are interested in
exploring the canyon with a
team of experts, contact the
Field Institute at (866) 4714435 or visit grandcanyon.org/
classes-tours/.
Leave your own lasting legacy
of love and protection by
including Grand Canyon
Conservancy in your will.
Contact our philanthropy
team at gcconservancy@
grandcanyon.org for details.
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Photo by Mike Buchheit

The Field Institute’s ongoing commitment to service-based,
citizen science classes is in full swing this year.

Support YOUR Park:
Ways to Give

Your contribution to Grand Canyon
Conservancy provides critical support
to protect and preserve Grand Canyon.
However you choose to give, your
generosity will be recognized and
appreciated by all who treasure this
World Heritage Site.

BECOME A SUPPORTER

From historic preservation to wildlife
research, supporters make it happen.
You support a wide range of visitor
services through the year and are part
of a community of people from around
the world who care deeply about
nature and our national parks.

GRAND GUARDIAN

Help protect and sustain one of
America’s most enduring landscapes
with a gift of $1,000 or more.

TRIBUTE & HONOR GIVING

Recognize an important person in
your life, honor a special event or
anniversary, or remember a loved one.

LEADERSHIP GIFTS

Make a lasting impact at Grand Canyon
with a leadership gift of $10,000 or
more to trails, historic preservation,
science, research, and education,
Desert View Inter-tribal Heritage Site,
Dark Skies, and more.

TRAILS FOREVER &
ENDOWMENT GIVING

Your gift to Trails Forever will be
invested in a permanent fund and
the earnings will provide a source of
income each year to help the park
maintain more than 350 miles of
wilderness trails.

BRIGHT ANGEL CIRCLE

To make a gift, call us at (800) 858-2808
or visit donate.grandcanyon.org.

Preserve and protect the park for
future generations by remembering us
in your will. Your estate gift or bequest
leaves a lasting legacy, and you are
honored today with recognition in our
Bright Angel Circle.

